
The polish Carpathian hublet local strategy “TOGETHER MORE IS POSSIBLE”  
 

Summarizing activities in project  Carpathian HUB few groups of isuues/challenges that 

appear in reality of every-day-life for civil society organizations in polish Carpathians were 

identified.  

Focusing on them hubers indicated most important next steps to establish cooperation in 
frame of Carpathian HUB. 
Mainly highlighted was deep need to take every opportunity to build cooperation instead of 
competition. That sentence was followed by next strongly idicated one was, that 
comunication and information flow is basic to efficient work of any organization. Also issue 
of importance of sharing time and place for any kind of NGOs and CSOs in region was 
indicated. Next important statement come from bigger NGOs with stronger position – they 
showed and declare readiness to share knowledge and experience with small and young 
ones. Especially in case of fundraising and financing the project and activities of 
organizations. Finally hubers agreed and summarized that working as network is much easier 
and effective than single. Transponding this statements to local society needs it is obligatory 
to support the sustainable development for region especialy its rural areas. Special attention 
should be driven to social inclusion for excluded groups: e.g elderly people, women from 
rural areas, people with disabilities, people coming out of addictions etc. 
 
During formal and informal meetings in frame of local hublet we worked out the approach to   
the overall strategy of the local platform. For the reasons shown up higher in this document 
the name of the local strategy is “TOGETHER MORE IS POSSIBLE”  
 
Specific objectives derived from the overall strategy : 

- Support and reinforcement of functional cooperation created between hubers in 

Carpathian HUB project 

- Elaboration of methods of efficient communication system (ie communication 

platform, or part of biger one) allowing the exchange of informations and 

experiences  be as undisturbed as possible. 

- Creating a center to support initiatives of civil society members in region. It is 

expected that it should keep cooperation of hubers going on for next few years. 

- Work out education/shearing knowledge system to deliver educational services for 

civil society sector. 

- Drown attention to social inclusion at many stages in civil society in region 

- Build and strength over-border cooperation in Carpathian region, in accordance with 

the Carpathian Convention. 

The short-and mid-term impact of the chosen strategy is expect to motivate hubers to 

actively sustine cooperation for future projects. That will be possible by taking several 

actions upcoming 2-3 years. 

  



Action plan: 

-Joint-projects  implemented by hubers –cooperation by hubers organisations   

- Impact into building virtual platform to make connection and international communication 

and exchange experiences every-day-practise - supported by all hubers coordinated by one 

expert 

- Creating “Incubator of active citizens” – a Center to support initiatives of civil society 

members in region. That will be physical place with ownership of organizations creating the 

local platform. Its expected that this approach should keep cooperation going on for next 

few years. This action is already taken by Local Group of Action “Green Bieszczady” by EU 

founds. If project will be approved LGA will invite other hubbers to support and take part in 

creating the Center. 

- In frame of hub platform its expected to elaborate education/shearing knowledge system. 

That activity will allow to implement educational and shearing experiences services. The 

action would be developed by group of experts with organizational and logistic support of 

hub involved organizations. 

 

 The local platform offers to other local platforms sustainable support of building activity of 

civil society organizations in region. Also the offer of shearing knowledge and experience is 

impact into activity of other platforms. The request from other platforms is open to 

cooperation and exchanging experiences as well as supporting each other activities. 

The sustainability of the local platform will be based on the stabilized and experienced 

organizations working in region for long time. The financing in first stage will be support 

from the relevant funding organizations (e.g. EU funds, etc.) and later the services offered by 

platform as well as involving other sectors – like local bussines, media, public.  

 


